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1331 i’m not afraid of seven days and seven nights! 

luo chenxi shook her head decisively. ” no, i’m not planning to look for mu yichen. ” 

‘what a joke. if i go and beg mu yichen now, i’ll definitely be forced to agree to his series of shameless 

and shameless conditions.’ 

the backache caused by last week’s three days and three nights had not completely disappeared until 

today. 

for the sake of her health, she couldn’t just give herself up. 

moreover, before she came to yan heng’s place, she had already read the news on the internet seriously 

and thought of a way to deal with it. 

“director yan, now that the public opinion has reached such a level, it’s more inappropriate for my 

husband to step in. the internet is already saying that i don’t have real skills and that i only got the 

director position because of my family background. if the mu family stepped in again, it would be no 

different from adding fuel to the fire. even if it’s just to secretly put pressure on weibo, once it’s leaked, 

i’m afraid it will cause even more serious consequences.” 

when yan heng heard this, he nodded his head thoughtfully. 

“yes, that’s right, that’s true. you’ve considered it more thoroughly. it seems that i really can’t ask young 

master mu for help with this matter …” 

luo chenxi heaved a sigh of relief in secret. 

director yan finally stopped her from looking for mu yichen. 

of course, she was doing this for the sake of the reputation of the entire crew. she wasn’t afraid of seven 

days and seven nights! 

boxn ov el. c o m 

“however, we’ll be in big trouble this way. i’ve tried to contact weibo and a few major entertainment 

media just now, trying to suppress the news, but they refused. i’ve said all kinds of good things and 

promised them a reward that was several times higher than the standard, but these media still refused 

to give up. they’re determined to make a big news!” fan yinghua said anxiously. 

upon hearing that, luo chenxi squinted her eyes. ” president fan, have you ever considered that both 

you and director yan have very high statuses in the entertainment industry and have connections? 

logically speaking, who would not give you face? ” this matter … i’m afraid that there’s still someone 

who’s deliberately going against us behind our backs.” 

” of course i’ve thought about this problem, but it’s not something an ordinary person can do to control 

so many major media outlets, unless … ” 



fan yinghua seemed to have thought of something and her expression changed. ” no… no way? ” miss fu 

couldn’t have done that, right? if the production team’s filming was affected and the box office suffered 

a terrible defeat, it wouldn’t do her any good, right? the fu family has also invested in this movie.” 

“however, she’ll be the one who’ll benefit the most if the production team replaces me due to the 

pressure of creating such public opinion!” luo chenxi said drily. 

“but …” 

fan yinghua frowned. 

he felt that luo chenxi’s analysis made sense rationally. 

however, emotionally, he really didn’t want it to be true. 

if the president’s daughter really went against them, this matter would not be easily resolved. 

compared to fan yinghua’s and yan heng’s frowning and bitter expressions, luo chenxi’s expression was 

much calmer. 

” president fan, have you ever thought about how difficult it is to resolve this matter with external help? 

we can only issue an official statement and explain the situation clearly. ” 

fan yinghua frowned and said, ” we’ve thought about this from the beginning. in fact, our official weibo 

has already released a statement and even released pictures of the two ways to wear your dress. but … 

but those netizens are already fighting with each other. they don’t even look at our statement! ” 

“it’s a pity that there are no surveillance cameras in my office. otherwise, i could have played the video 

of zhong xiuna looking for you and arguing with you. then, everything would be clear.” yan heng also 

sighed with emotion. 

 

1332 live broadcast of the whole process 

luo chenxi felt that it was a pity as well, but she did not dwell on the issue. 

” since there’s no video in the office, we can’t do anything about it. however, we can create an 

opportunity for the netizens who oppose us to have a chance to see the real situation in the crew. ” 

yan heng and fan yinghua were stunned at the same time, looking very confused. 

“xingchen, you mean …” 

luo chenxi said, ” i suggest that the crew can invite a certain number of fans of ‘gorgeous turn’ to visit 

the shooting site. all the netizens who are interested in our shooting work can sign up. ” after that, the 

author of ” gorgeous turn ” would personally choose the final visitors. on the day of the visit, the entire 

process will be broadcast live …” 

this was the best plan that luo chenxi came up with in a short ten minutes. 



ultimately, the reason why this incident was able to become so popular was because ” a magnificent 

turn ” had too many fans. furthermore, the fans of the original work had high hopes for this change and 

there could not be any mistakes. 

even if there wasn’t any negative news about the crew, it would be difficult to satisfy so many fans, not 

to mention that there was someone like fu jiatong leading the way. 

therefore, the best way to solve this problem was to let more fans participate and see the work of the 

crew with their own eyes. 

as the saying goes, seeing is believing. as long as they saw the strict and professional working attitude of 

the crew, most of the fans would not be so easily incited. 

fan yinghua was also a smart person. when she heard this, she understood. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

he suddenly slapped his thigh and said, ” that makes sense, it really makes sense! xingchen, how did you 

think of such a method? that’s right, since those people don’t believe in our crew, then we might as well 

let them see! we’ve put in so much effort to make the movie, how can we let others slander us?” 

yan heng was a little hesitant, frowning. ” “but, if we let so many outsiders into the crew, it will 

definitely affect the filming … no! i object!” 

fan yinghua knew that he had some concerns and tried to persuade him in a low voice, ” ” old yan, i 

know what you’re worried about, but we can’t just let these outsiders stay in the crew all the time. it’s 

fine as long as they’re open for a day of visitation. at most, it’ll delay the filming progress by one day. ” 

yan heng was still very hesitant, but considering the pressure of public opinion, he had no choice but to 

nod. 

“alright, i don’t have any other choice. however, we need to discuss which day we should choose as the 

visiting day.” 

” that’s easy. since the two of you have agreed to my plan, i have another idea. i wonder if you’re 

interested in hearing it? ” luo chenxi blinked her eyes. 

yan heng and fan yinghua looked at her at the same time. 

…… 

an hour later, the three of them finally came up with a specific plan. 

yan heng and fan yinghua called the manager in charge of public relations to discuss the specific wording 

of the official statement. 

luo chenxi was planning to join the discussion, but her phone rang at that exact moment. 

” xingchen, i saw the hot search on weibo. i called director yan a few days ago, and he said that the 

filming of your crew is going very smoothly. how did it become like this? ” 



luo chenxi picked up the call in passing. in the next second, sheng yu’s deep voice was heard from the 

other end of the phone. 

“chief sheng, why are you calling me?” said luo chenxi in surprise. 

at the same time, he was a little disappointed. 

she thought it was mu yichen’s call … 

 

1333 always protecting her 

“why didn’t you tell me that such a big thing happened? i can help you clear your name.” on the other 

end of the phone, sheng xiao frowned. 

luo chenxi suppressed her disappointment and thanked sheng yu, ” “chief sheng, thank you for your 

concern. this happened too suddenly. i was just discussing countermeasures with director yan! “besides, 

this is a management oversight on our part, which resulted in such a result. how could we trouble you 

with this kind of thing …” 

sheng yu’s voice was obviously unhappy. ” chenxi, what are you saying? you’re one of my people, and i 

recommended you to the crew! if others vilify you and question your level, that’s like slapping my face! 

of course i have to show up!” 

luo chenxi felt a surge of warmth in her heart when she heard sheng yu’s obviously protective words. 

ever since the day she met sheng yu, he was like a strict but protective teacher who always protected 

her. 

although she looked like she was not to be trifled with on the surface, every time she encountered 

difficulties or was misunderstood by others, she would be the first to stand up and protect her. 

even after … being rejected by her, it was still the same. 

” chief sheng, don’t worry. i’ve already discussed this with director yan and president fan. we have a 

plan. we’ll definitely be able to suppress all these negative comments … ” 

“what plan? don’t think of things as simple. this time, the public opinion can ferment to this extent in 

such a short time. it’s definitely not a simple accident. there must be someone behind the scenes.” 

sheng yu was not someone who could be at ease with just a few words from her. 

“chief sheng, we’ve already considered this …” luo chenxi said hastily. 

she thought about it and briefly explained the crew’s plan to sheng yu. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

sheng yu was relieved. 

“alright, since you’re so confident, i won’t say anything more. i’ll be there on the day of the fan visit.” 

sheng yu immediately expressed his stance. 



luo chenxi was stunned for a moment before she quickly said,’chief sheng, i don’t think there’s a need 

for that. you’re so busy with work, and these things have nothing to do with you …” 

“who said it has nothing to do with me? you don’t have to say anything, i’ll definitely be there for the 

visitation day in three days!” 

since sheng yu was determined, luo chenxi could not persuade him no matter how hard she tried. she 

had no choice but to look for fan yinghua to make arrangements. 

an hour later, a new announcement was posted on the official weibo of the ” magnificent turn ” crew. 

” regarding the recent hot topic online regarding the untrue remarks about the movie adaptation of ‘the 

magnificent turn’, our production team has already clarified it. we hope that the vast number of 

netizens will not believe or spread the rumors. seeing is believing, hearing is not. we reserve the right to 

pursue legal responsibility for the rumor monger.” 

” at the same time, in order to dispel the concerns of your fans and show the actual filming situation of 

the crew, we will invite 20 lucky fans to the filming location on X month X day. at that time, not only will 

you be able to see the main cast, but you will also be able to observe the filming. ” 

” all the netizens who are interested can go to the weibo of teacher li, the author of ‘gorgeous turn’. she 

will personally pick the 20 lucky fans. ” 

this announcement caused a huge uproar. 

no one had expected that the production team would be so unyielding and not bother to engage in a 

war of words with the netizens. instead, they directly invited everyone to visit the venue! 

if he didn’t have full confidence, how would he dare to make such a decision? 

could it be that the photos circulating on the internet were not real? 

1334 young master mu is no longer interested in luo chenxi. he has already dumped her! 

the public opinion was no longer one-sided, and many netizens began to consider the problem from the 

perspective of the production team. 

” maybe the crew is really innocent. maybe zhong xiuna deleted the pictures because she felt guilty! ” 

“i also think that there’s a problem with zhong xiuna! i don’t know about luo chenxi’s standard of design, 

but director yan heng has always been known for his strict and rigorous style. how could he possibly let 

such a design appear on the big screen?” 

” i guess zhong xiuna had a conflict with the production team, so she posted those fake photos … ” 

“which anti-fan is attacking our nana again? what kind of positioning did nana use? an a-list female 

celebrity in the country! how could he do such a low thing?” 

” that’s right. our nana is so kind. she usually doesn’t even bear to step on a bug to death. how could she 

have a conflict with the crew? ” 



“i think that luo chenxi is bullying our nana just because she’s the mu family’s young mistress! this kind 

of person should get out of the crew!” 

zhong xiuna’s fans were still firmly on her side. 

the two sides were in a heated argument. 

as for the fans of the original work who were really concerned about the shooting of the movie, they 

had already quietly registered under the author’s weibo. 

just like what the crew had said in the announcement,”seeing is believing, hearing is false.” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

how could they say that the crew was not attentive when they had not seen the filming scene with their 

own eyes? 

…… 

under the anticipation of many netizens, three days passed by in a flash. 

the list of lucky fans had been selected under the supervision of the author and the official weibo 

account. they were flying to the film studio in the suburbs of the capital. 

on the day before the visitation day, luo chenxi and all the crew members in the film crew were 

extremely busy until early in the morning. 

luo chenxi did not even have the time to close her eyes. she was already waiting at the entrance of the 

film city early the next morning. 

at nine o ‘clock in the morning, sheng yu appeared as promised. 

seeing sheng yu’s figure, yan heng was very touched. he rushed up to him and held his hand. ” chief 

sheng, thank you so much for this time. not only did you post on weibo to support our crew, but you 

also came here personally. ” 

sheng yu smiled. ” i’m free these two days, so i came over to take a look. the author of the original work, 

teacher li, also entrusted me to supervise your shooting, so don’t thank me too soon. if there’s really any 

problem with the production team, i’ll also tell teacher li truthfully.” 

” haha, don’t worry. there won’t be any problems! ” yan heng patted his chest and said. 

sheng xiao nodded. his gaze fell on luo chenxi’s face. he frowned slightly when he noticed her slightly 

haggard expression. 

he had been paying attention to the development of the incident. 

quite a number of designers from the fashion industry appeared to support luo chenxi. 

as the film’s investor, bai shixun had even publicly posted on weibo to berate those internet mobs. he 

even expressed that he would support luo chenxi. 



however, young master mu, who was supposed to speak up for luo chenxi, did not make a sound all 

along. 

he was not the only one who noticed this. quite a number of gloating netizens had even speculated that 

young master mu no longer found luo chenxi fresh and had already dumped her! 

could it be … true? 

didn’t this mean that his chance had arrived? 

…… 

at the same time, at T city’s international airport. 

a private jet slowly landed. 

mu yichen’s face was ashen as he walked down the ramp. 

after luo chenxi and the little dumpling hung up on him the other day, he received a call from the M 

nation’s branch office coincidentally. there was an urgent matter that required his attention. 

mu yichen was furious, so he decided to fly straight to M nation. 

didn’t this pair of adults despise him? 

then he might as well ignore them and see if they were anxious! 

in the end, reality proved that they were really not in a hurry … 

whether it was luo chenxi or the little dumpling, neither of them called to coax him. 

mu yichen had a stomach full of pent-up anger. he wanted very much to go out and have a good time in 

a fit of pique, but his body seemed to have a mind of its own. he boarded the return plane 

subconsciously as soon as the negotiation ended. 

as soon as he got off the plane, a group of reporters appeared out of nowhere and rushed to ask 

questions. 

” young master mu, there are rumors that you didn’t support ms. luo as you did in the past because 

you’ve already signed a divorce agreement with her. is this true? ” 

1335 the stupid woman loved him to death 

“young master mu, what do you think of miss luo’s exposure this time?” 

” if miss luo is really replaced by the crew, will you help her? ” 

“young master mu, the bai family’s second young master bai posted on weibo to support ms. luo. may i 

ask if it was your idea? does this mean that even after you and miss luo separate, you can still be 

friends?” 

“young master mu …” 

one question after another was thrown at mu yichen. 



it was usually very difficult to interview young master mu. 

the reporters present today had originally wanted to surround a famous movie star at the airport. who 

knew that they would happen to bump into young master mu returning home? in an instant, everyone 

abandoned their original interview target and ran to young master mu’s side. 

mu yichen’s expression grew gloomier as he listened to these questions. 

liang bro looked at the expression on his face, and he was scared witless. 

were these reporters looking for death? what kind of questions were they asking? 

didn’t he know that the thing that their eldest young master hated the most was others saying that he 

had a bad relationship with young madam? 

boxn ov el. c o m 

she didn’t know what young madam had been doing in the country for the past few days and why 

people were talking about her like that … 

when brother liang saw that mu yichen was on the verge of losing his temper, he quickly walked forward 

and blocked the reporters. 

“friends of the media, please make way. you’ve already affected our young master mu’s normal 

schedule. the young master has no obligation to answer your questions. please move aside, or else we 

won’t be polite.” 

the mu family’s bodyguards were all tall, strong, and imposing. the reporters were a little scared. 

seeing that young master mu didn’t make a sound, many people subconsciously retreated. 

however, there were still some brave ones who were unwilling to leave just like that. 

one of the reporters gritted his teeth. he slipped out from the corner when the bodyguards were not 

paying attention. he rushed to mu yichen and asked loudly,”i’ve heard that chief sheng of SL holdings is 

close to miss luo. may i ask if this was the trigger for you to break up with miss luo? young master mu, 

please say a few words.” 

the moment he said that, the reporter suddenly felt a little cold. 

as soon as she raised her head, she met mu yichen’s gloomy eyes that were as cold as ice. 

“who said … i’m going to divorce my wife? who gave you the guts to slander my wife and say that she 

has a relationship with another man? this is pure slander!” 

” my wife and i have a very good relationship and are very loving. if i hear another false rumor, you’ll be 

in jail for a long time! ” 

he had a very good relationship with his little woman. it couldn’t be better. 

that stupid woman loved him so much that she would be sad if she didn’t see him for a day! 

as for hanging up on him and not calling him … 



that must have been an accident, an accident … that stupid woman must have been too busy to take 

care of him. it was definitely not that she ignored him. 

mu yichen’s cold gaze swept past the reporters. 

all the reporters present were so scared that they couldn’t say a word. the cold sweat on their backs had 

soaked their clothes. 

young master mu’s eyes were too scary! 

mu yichen walked through the crowd expressionlessly and got into his sports car. 

zhuo feng, who had been waiting at the side, quickly handed over his phone with both hands and 

opened the weibo interface. 

“young master, i just checked and young madam has been on weibo’s hot search list again! it seems that 

someone is slandering young madam again, saying that her design standard is not good enough and that 

she only got the director position because of you. some people even tried to use public opinion to force 

the crew to replace her …” 

 

1336 chapter 1340-falling in love with this master-disciple couple 

mu yichen’s thick, black, and straight brows were knitted together. it was as if a storm was gathering in 

the depths of his eyes as he looked at the remarks slandering luo chenxi. 

the stupid woman whom he doted on so much that he would not let her suffer even a little bit even if he 

was angered to death … she was actually bullied like this when he was abroad! 

on the other hand, he did not pay attention to the situation in the country on purpose for the past few 

days because he was upset with luo chenxi. he only found out about the incident today, so he did not 

make a statement in time. 

was there anyone who doubted his relationship with luo chenxi just because of this? 

did he think that his stupid woman had no one to back her up? 

” contact all the major media outlets immediately and ask them to remove all related news and hot 

searches. then contact the police. don’t let go of anyone who took the lead in defaming my wife’s 

reputation on the internet. also … ” 

mu yichen switched to his phone. he planned to post a post personally to support his stupid woman. 

however, just as he logged in, he saw a weibo post. 

‘@ sheng yu: as the special costume consultant for the’ magnificent turn ‘production team and luo 

chenxi’s referrer, i, sheng yu, can guarantee with my integrity that xing chen’s design standard is 

sufficient to take on the position of the production team’s design director. her capabilities are beyond 

doubt! those so-called ‘enthusiastic netizens’ who don’t mind watching the fun can shut up now. 

slandering others based on hearsay is a crime of slander!” 



“as for the fans of the original work who are really concerned about the filming situation, you can go to 

teacher li’s weibo to sign up for a visit. on the day of the visitation, i will also be present. if you have any 

questions or doubts about the clothing, i will also help to answer them. however, i feel that with 

xingchen’s ability, as long as they see her work with their own eyes, no one will doubt her!” 

sheng yu’s words were very strong and powerful. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the number of comments and likes below was also explosive. 

the comments were divided into two groups. one group of people thought that sheng xiao was arrogant 

and that he was obviously jackals of the same kind as luo chenxi. they were both rubbish designers who 

cheated people out of their money. 

on the other hand, the other group of people had been attracted by sheng yu’s strong performance, 

especially the girls, who spared no effort to support sheng yu. 

comments such as ” great sheng yu is so manly and handsome “, ” great sheng yu is so good at 

protecting his disciple, he’s so cool ” and so on were endless. 

however, what made mu yichen’s heart feel the most stifled had yet to come. 

“i suddenly feel that sheng yu and xingchen are a good match! they’re both high-level designers, have 

the same interests, and are a perfect match … it reminds me of a popular xianxia drama recently, where 

the master and apprentice couple is so cute!” 

” the person above, don’t run. you’re not the only one. i’m also attracted to this master-disciple couple! 

” 

“upstairs and upstairs, please wake up. xingchen is already married, and her husband is the famous 

national husband, young master mu! it’s impossible for them to do that!” 

“speaking of young master mu, i can’t help but chuckle. his wife is already being scolded like this, but he 

didn’t even say a word. how can he be as concerned about xingchen as our great sheng yu? last time, 

she even put on the wife-doting persona during the live broadcast. it was so fake!” 

” that’s right. this kind of young master from a rich family is only popular for three minutes. he’s not 

worthy of xingchen at all. sheng yu is still the best … ” 

the expression on mu yichen’s face grew colder and colder as he read the comments below. 

it was no wonder that the reporters had even asked if sheng yu was the third party between him and luo 

chenxi when they were asking questions earlier. 

at that time, he was still baffled. he didn’t expect that there would be such a thing! 

1337 i’ll meet sheng yu in private today while he’s not in the country! 

luo chenxi was mu yichen’s wife. he, mu yichen, would be in charge of protecting her no matter what 

trouble she was in! 



what kind of person was sheng yu? what master? what kind of master was he to luo chenxi? 

at most, he was just a former superior! 

did he have the right to make such a statement? 

the netizens below were really blind. how dare someone like sheng yu snatch his wife? 

zhuo feng shivered and cowered in a corner. he didn’t even dare to breathe. he was afraid that young 

master mu would suddenly notice his presence. 

he really regretted showing young master mu his weibo for no reason! 

this was great. he didn’t manage to flatter her and might even become a punching bag. 

he had really shot himself in the foot! 

” zhuo feng … ” mu yichen only spoke coldly after a long while. 

” yes, young master! ” zhuo feng replied. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

“what is this so-called live visitation day?” 

upon hearing mu yichen’s question, zhuo feng immediately perked up and answered,”young master, i’ve 

just checked. the idea of this visitation day was the production team’s idea. this was because there were 

simply too many people who doubted the production team and young madam. although the official 

statement and photos had been released, the public opinion had already been led astray and very few 

people believed them. so, the crew simply organized a tour day to let netizens who have questions visit 

the filming site.” 

mu yichen frowned slightly. ” what does this have to do with sheng yu then? ” 

“this … this …” 

zhuo feng’s forehead was covered in cold sweat. he did not know how to answer. 

young master mu’s question was a death sentence! 

he’s just a high-level employee who makes a living, can you not make things so difficult for him? 

” ahem, young master, chief sheng probably just wanted to go to the scene to support young madam. 

after all, he was the one who recommended young madam to the crew. the two of them are one … ” 

when zhuo feng said this, he suddenly felt the murderous intent in mu yichen’s eyes burst forth. he was 

so frightened that he almost bit his tongue off. 

only then did he realize that he had actually said the wrong thing again! 

he shook his head desperately. ” no, no, no, young master, i was wrong! young lady is only one with 

you! chief sheng must just … just be concerned about young madam … no, no, no, no, he’s not 

concerned, just … just …” 



“it’s just a toad lusting after a swan’s flesh!” mu yichen gritted his teeth as he enunciated each word 

clearly. 

” that’s right, that’s right, ” zhuo feng said. ” chief sheng … he’s a toad! young master, don’t worry, 

young madam’s taste is normal. she only likes prince charmings like you, she definitely won’t like toads 

…” 

“you don’t need to say that. comparing sheng yu to me, what is your intention?” mu yichen swept a cold 

glance at the special assistant. 

zhuo feng almost fainted on the spot! 

fortunately, mu yichen immediately shifted his gaze back to the phone and asked, ” “when is the live 

visitation day? have you found anything?” 

” yes … i think it was today … ” zhuo feng’s expression changed. 

as expected, mu yichen stood up all of a sudden. his face, which was already slightly green, was now 

frighteningly gloomy. 

without a word, he turned around and walked back to the aircraft parking ground. 

“inform the flight crew to prepare to take off immediately. i’m going to the capital now!” 

that damned, stupid woman. she actually wanted to meet sheng yu in private today while he was not in 

the country! 

1338 bring the little dumpling 

if he had come back a little later, wouldn’t the sky above him have turned into a green grassland? 

“ah?” zhuo feng was stunned for a moment. he quickly caught up to mu yichen and shouted, ” but, 

young master … you promised little miss yesterday that you’d go back and have dinner with her today … 

” 

young madam had gone to the filming set to participate in the filming, and eldest young master had 

gone to M country. little miss was being left alone at home. it was too pitiful. 

although she had her grandparents and many servants to keep her company, she could not compare to 

her parents. 

moreover, young master mu had promised him in advance, but he couldn’t do it in the end. this was not 

a good role model for children … 

almost everyone who had seen xiao tuanzi would be attracted by this little angel and immediately 

become her wild parents, worried about her. 

special assistant zhuo was no exception. when he thought of little miss, his heart immediately 

overflowed with love, and he even dared to question young master mu’s decision. 

mu yichen immediately stopped in his tracks when he heard zhuo feng mention the little dumpling. 

” tangtang … forget it. zhuofeng, get the car ready. we’ll go home first. ” 



zhuo feng heaved a sigh of relief and asked,”young master, we don’t need the private jet, do we?” i’ll 

inform the crew …” 

“do you not understand what i just said?” mu yichen spoke with a tone full of displeasure. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

zhuo feng was stunned. what?” 

“get the crew to stand by. we’ll go to the kindergarten now and pick up tang tang! after that, we’ll 

immediately fly to the imperial capital!” 

a dim light flashed past mu yichen’s pitch-black eyes. 

zhuo feng’s words reminded him. 

he was still in a cold war with that stupid woman. if he was locked outside the set and sheng yu got in 

successfully, where would he put his face? 

if the visiting fans saw this, the whole country would probably know that young master mu had been 

dumped by his wife tomorrow! 

this was absolutely not allowed! 

however, as long as he brought the little dumpling along … the stupid woman would definitely be at her 

wit’s end. 

…… 

at this time, the ” magnificent turn ” crew had already welcomed the visiting fans. 

there were originally only 20 spots for this fan visit group, but because there were too many people who 

had signed up, the crew added ten more spots, making the total number of people 30. 

as the manager of the crew, fan yinghua personally welcomed the fan group and sent a staff member to 

show them around. 

” everyone, welcome to the filming location of ‘gorgeous turn’. i’ll be bringing everyone around to tour 

the entire crew … ” 

” on the right is some of the set that our crew has built. do you see that huge warehouse? it looks like an 

old warehouse, but once you enter, you’ll find that it’s a whole new world. this is the stage of a big show 

in the warehouse that we’ve built according to the famous luxury brand, gvey. it’s restored one-to-one. 

in order to achieve a realistic effect, we’ve watched the recording of the big show dozens of times …” 

” that’s the props team’s workplace. as you can see, these props are all handmade and very time-

consuming … ” 

after walking one round, the fans were impressed by the crew’s meticulous and rigorous working 

attitude and were full of praise. 

” i didn’t expect the crew to have considered so many details. even we, as diehard fans of the original 

work, didn’t think so much … ” 



” this is definitely a big production with a conscience. director yan’s movie really lives up to its 

reputation! ” 

“it seems like we’ve really misunderstood the crew …” 

suddenly, a discordant voice was heard. ” i say, have you all forgotten the purpose of our visit today? 

the props and setting are good, but we’re not here to see this! what we want to know is whether luo 

chenxi has the ability to be the fashion design director!” 

1339 i’ll definitely make miss fu satisfied! 

the one who spoke was a woman in her thirties. from her dress, one could tell at a glance that she was 

an elite in the workplace. 

most of the loyal readers of ” gorgeous turn ” were young women full of dreams. it was rare to see 

someone her age, so she stood out among the crowd. 

in fact, she wasn’t a fan of the original novel, but a female secretary of the fu family’s campaign team. 

after the lucky fans were selected, fu jiatong immediately bribed one of the fans who wasn’t strong-

willed enough to give up the spot. 

when they were collecting information, fu jiatong asked someone to hand over the secretary’s 

information to the crew, and secretly put one of her own in. 

fan yinghua looked at her. ” miss, you are … ” 

the secretary had seen her fair share of big scenes. with everyone’s eyes on her, she remained calm and 

collected. ” my surname is xiao, but that’s not important. president fan, i’m sure you know why we’re 

here. let’s not waste any more time on this set. ” i just want to ask, when will we be able to see the crew 

filming? when will we be able to see the clothes designed by luo chenxi?” 

upon hearing this, the netizens who were just touched by the film crew’s efforts were once again led by 

the rhythm and their attention was diverted. 

“yes, that’s right. didn’t the production team organize this visitation day in order to refute the rumors 

on behalf of luo chenxi? why don’t i see luo chenxi in person?” 

“that’s right, the most important thing in this movie isn’t the setting, but the costumes! if the costumes 

in the movie were really the same as the pictures zhong xiuna had posted, it would be useless no matter 

how much money was invested in the set and props! i can’t even look at it!” 

” that’s right, we can’t be led astray by president fan. we strongly request to see the costumes! ” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

hearing everyone’s protest, secretary xiao couldn’t help but smile smugly. 

these young girls were simple and easily incited. she just said a few words and easily created public 

pressure on the crew. 



later on, when they reached the filming location, no matter how exquisite the clothes were, she would 

have a way to find faults and make miss fu satisfied! 

fan yinghua saw everyone’s reaction and frowned slightly. 

however, he felt at ease again when he recalled that luo chenxi had worked tirelessly for the past few 

days to complete the outfit. 

“seeing that everyone has come from afar, i wanted to let everyone rest for a while and have some tea 

before visiting the filming set. however, since everyone is in such a hurry, there’s no problem for us to 

go over now.” 

he gave yan heng a call, confirmed the filming progress, and set off with the team. 

…… 

as for yan heng, when he received the news, he immediately directed all the staff to get busy. 

almost everyone was extremely busy. 

even chu tianze, who played the male lead, was a little nervous. he held the script in his hand and was 

frowning as he studied it. 

with so many fans visiting the scene, even if they didn’t come for him, he had to act well for his image! 

however, in this busy atmosphere, there were still people hiding in the corner and whispering. 

“how is it? have you made the preparations i asked you to?” fu jiatong looked at zhong xiuna. 

“of course, i’ve done everything you asked.” zhong xiuna nodded. 

1340 chapter 1344-are you regretting it? 

after a short pause, she said nervously, ” but … but is this really good? jiatong, i’ve already seen your 

designs. the clothes you’ve made are so perfect that they’ll definitely be better than luo chenxi’s. do we 

still have to take such a risk?” 

fu jiatong snorted in disdain.”of course, luo chenxi can’t be compared to me! however, yan heng and fan 

yinghua, these two old men, didn’t know what kind of magic potion she had fed them, but they were 

both devoted to her! it would be terrible if they deliberately sent me away. so, it’s better to make more 

preparations in advance. i won’t lose anything anyway.” 

“but … but …” 

zhong xiuna was getting anxious. 

fu jiatong’s orders were not a loss to her, but it was not so easy for zhong xiuna. 

if the plan didn’t work out, she would be the scapegoat for fu jiatong. 

fu jiatong could tell that there was something wrong with her tone. she turned around and frowned at 

her. ” what’s wrong? are you regretting it now and not helping me?” 



“no… no, how could that be?” zhong xiuna forced out a smile and said, ” of course, i’m on your side. ” ‘i 

hope more than anyone that you can drive away that little b * tch, luo chenxi! besides, it’s too late to 

regret now …” 

” it’s good that you know. wait a minute, be smart, okay? ” 

fu jiatong nodded in satisfaction. 

‘luo chenxi, oh, luo chenxi. does she think that she can clear her name by organizing a visit day or 

something?’ 

boxn ov el. c o m 

i’m afraid i’ve shot myself in the foot. 

she was just waiting for luo chenxi to make a fool of herself and let the whole country know about it! 

yan heng checked the layout of the filming set and saw that zhong xiuna was still in the corner. he 

frowned and growled, ” why are you standing there and not moving? xiuna, go change and touch up 

your makeup, it’s your turn soon!” 

zhong xiuna responded and stood up. she exchanged a look with fu jiatong, then turned around and 

went to the changing room. 

yan heng frowned. he turned around and realized that luo chenxi was missing. he quickly sent someone 

to look for her. 

“where are the stars? where are the stars?” 

” director yan, xingchen just brought chief sheng to look at the costumes for today. they’re not back yet 

… ” 

“why isn’t she back yet? hurry up and find her! the visiting fans will definitely want to see her!” 

“yes, i’ll go and find it now!” 

seeing that the assistant had run away, yan heng sighed. ” sigh, all of you can’t stop worrying me. ” i 

hope everything will go smoothly today …” 

he didn’t know why, but he had a bad feeling … 

…… 

” everyone, i heard that all of you are die-hard fans of ‘gorgeous turn’, so today, our crew has made 

special arrangements to film a very important scene in the original work … the scene of the female lead, 

huo daining, meeting the male lead, the male chairman, tian ze for the second time. ” 

on the bus, fan yinghua briefly introduced today’s shooting content. 

he had just started the car when it suddenly became quiet. 



secretary xiao immediately realized that this was a good opportunity and sneered. ” president fan, are 

you playing with us? the male and female protagonists meeting for the second time could be considered 

an important plot? the most important part should be the first time …” 

she wanted to take this opportunity to say a few more words to sow discord and create a wave of 

momentum. 

whoever knew that before she could finish her words, she was interrupted by the excited screams and 

exclamations of the other visitors. 

 


